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OUR
BRANDS
Every supplier we represent has been personally
selected for their unique designs and intelligent
technology. And more importantly, they have been
chosen because they share Robertson’s core values
based around brand, quality and service.

Your Style, Your Way is AMERICAN
STANDARD’s slogan which perfectly
represents the brand’s spirit, always
ahead of the innovation curve and trusted
by generations for more than 140 years.

Outstanding German design, quality and
manufacturing result in what GROHE
have labelled as the ‘moment of truth’;
the genuine delight and satisfaction you
experience a GROHE tap or shower.

A combination hand crafted ceramics,
select European mixer taps and showers
and a comprehensive selection of highquality New Zealand made furniture will
bring a clean and unified atmosphere to
your bathroom space.

This extensive product range varies from
contemporary to traditional and everything
in between, covering all product
categories while offering new ideas for
bathroom inspiration.

PARISI’s vision has always been to
create and curate a harmonious blend of
design and quality, as well as a positive
contribution to living well. PARISI’s Italian
supplier partners are world leaders in
design, innovation and manufacturing.

To ensure absolute English excellence,
WINDSOR use nothing but the very finest
materials while employing traditional,
proven methods of production, before
subjecting every single piece to rigorous,
meticulous testing.

Often referred to as the Lamborghini
of bathroom fittings, the finest Italian
design by ZUCCHETTI has evolved from
the core value of constant innovation
established by grandfather Alfredo 85
years ago. Designers such as Matteo
Thun and Roberto and Ludovica Palomba
have built a starkly sleek collection of
sculptured bathroom faucets, fixtures
and accessories.

Infused with pure passion and the
manufacturing excellence of British
craftsmanship, each piece has been
meticulously crafted from pure brass,
hand-polished for a flawless finish.

ART CERAM has achieved both Italian
and worldwide success as an iconic
company that produces fresh, ambitious
and original products developed by
celebrated Italian designers.

Since 1988 UK based VADO has
continually evolved as a high quality
bathroom brassware manufacturer
offering high quality taps, showers,
accessories and fittings.

Designed to complement any bathroom
environment, the AQUABELLA BY
ELEMENTI collection of showerheads,
slide and column showers offer gorgeous
design and smart engineering.

A leading producer of Italian sanitaryware
HIDRA Ceramica is yet another example
of why the Italians are recognized as being
worldwide trendsetters and leaders in
imaginative and iconic design.

An international name in the
manufacture of automation
components, OLI develop innovative
products for the sanitary sector.

The ultimate statement in quality
and style and a global brand with a
worldwide reputation for creating
beautiful, inspirational baths made from
QUARRYCAST®, a volcanic limestone
material that is the naturally desirable
stone-rich alternative to both cast
iron and acrylic.

OUR PROJECT
PORTFOLIO
Our diverse portfolio covers an impressive
number of prestigious projects within
New Zealand and across the Asia Pacific.

CROWN PLAZA / CHRISTCHURCH

HOTEL DEBRETT / AUCKLAND

RYDGES / WELLINGTON

CORNWALL PARK BISTRO / AUCKLAND
The bistro bathroom is inspired by Paul Izzard Design who always has an eye on the international
market – making sure the best options for every client are made available. Izzard is the designer
behind some of Auckland’s most thriving inner-city fit-outs.

SOFITEL / WELLINGTON
Sofitel is a premium hotel brand for the
French company Accor. The project was
envisioned as a 5 Star Sofitel hotel and to
this end the design had to reflect the brand
parameters of Sofitel – French, classic with a
sense of place and a link with France.

SOFITEL / AUCKLAND

MARRIOTT RESORT / FIJI

VUNABAKA MALOLO ISLAND / FIJI

INTERCONTINENTAL / FIJI

THE SHERATON / SAMOA

THE KINLOCH CLUB / TAUPO

SUGAR TREE APARTMENTS / AUCKLAND

FJORD CHALETS / QUEENSTOWN

THE DYLAN APARTMENTS / AUCKLAND

The team at Urban Collective is
renowned for bringing unique
style, design and personality to the
residential market. They work to
create sustainable, attainable and
authentic projects with a distinct
inner-urban feel providing a genuine
alternative to traditional housing.

Style, personality, and astute design. Enduring materials and
great architecture. The Dylan apartments have it all, with a
particular focus on the requirements of a discerning resident.
Bathrooms are often utilitarian, and to rise above this fastidious
attention to detail, like hand selecting the best fixtures and
fittings, has ensured that a refined bathing experience can be
celebrated. Bathroom fittings include beautiful ZUCCHETTI
Pan tapware from Italy, which offset the simple black and white
forms of tiles, vanities and basins for a striking effect.

HEALTHCARE
& COMMERCIAL
PROJECTS
EDEN PARK STADIUM / AUCKLAND
The almost 100-year-old Eden Park was renovated
for the 2011 Rugby World Cup and transformed into a
multi-purpose arena.
In the sanitary facilities, which are subject to heavy use,
the robust GROHE Eurosmart basin faucets guarantee
a long useful life, whilst GROHE Skate Air WC wall
plates reduce water consumption due to the variable
choice of flushing volume. In the showers, GROHE
Eurosmart shower mixers and GROHE Relaxa shower
heads guarantee the perfect water experience.

METLIFECARE RETIREMENT VILLAGE / AUCKLAND

AUCKLAND HOSPITAL / AUCKLAND

BUPA RETIREMENT VILLAGES / NEW ZEALAND

RANFURLY VILLAGE / CHRISTCHURCH

ALPERS DENTAL / AUCKLAND

RESIDENTIAL
PROJECTS
TAMAKI DRIVE / AUCKLAND

MISSION BAY / AUCKLAND

WESTERN SPRINGS / AUCKLAND

TAMAHERE / HAMILTON

PARNELL / AUCKLAND

MATAKANA / AUCKLAND

MT ALBERT / AUCKLAND

GREY LYNN / AUCKLAND

25 Vestey Drive
Mt Wellington, Auckland 1060
PO Box 14695, Panmure
Auckland 1741, New Zealand
PH:
+64 9 573 0490
FAX:
+64 9 573 0495
EMAIL: sales@robertson.co.nz

ROBERTSON.CO.NZ

SHOWROOMS

AUCKLAND
ROBERTSON
25 Vestey Drive, Mt Wellington
Ph: (09) 573 0490
Open Monday to Friday 8.30am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm Closed Sunday
HOME IDEAS
165 The Strand, Parnell
Ph: (09) 303 4755
Open Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 10am - 4pm Sunday 11am - 4pm

WELLINGTON
ROBERTSON
23 Marion St, Te Aro
Ph: (04) 595 1165
Open Monday to Friday 8.30am - 5pm
Closed Saturday and Sunday
For a bathware consultation please make an
appointment by emailing sales@robertson.co.nz

CHRISTCHURCH
HOME IDEAS
37 Mandeville Street Riccarton
Ph: (03) 348 2863
Open Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 10am - 4pm Sunday 11am - 4pm

